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HOW TO FIND ALL MISSING PERSONS / UNSOLVED CASES 
AND COLLECT ALL REWARD OFFERS THE FORMULA 

VOLUME VIII THE CASE OF TAMMY MAHONEY 
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

TAMMY MAHONEY  

 

Oneida, New York 
May 8, 1981  
 
Date(s) of Birth Used August 29, 1961 Hair Brown, Shoulder Length 
Eyes Green Height 5'3" Weight 130 pounds Sex Female Race White  
 
Reward:  
 
The FBI is offering a reward of up to $20,000 for information leading 
to the recovery of the body of Tammy Mahoney and/or the arrest 
and prosecution of those responsible for her death/disappearance. 
The Oneida Indian Nation also is offering a reward of $20,000.  
 
Details:  
 
Tammy Mahoney was last seen on May 8, 1981, near Route 46, in 
Oneida, Madison County, New York.  She was likely hitchhiking to 
visit friends.  Tammy was picked up and brought to a party at a 
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residence on Territory Road (East), off Route 46, in 
Oneida.  According to some individuals, Tammy departed the 
residence on foot.  Her family and friends haven't seen or heard 
from her since.  She was reported missing on May 9, 1981. Tammy 
was 19 years old at the time.  

 

THE AFTERLIFE CONVERSATION AND THE 

COUNCIL OF CREATION'S ANAYLSIS 
 
I am sleeping what happened I was killed so easily without a fight I 
had always talked about fighting in situations like these and had 
believed that I can fend off muggers easily now this is what 
happened I woke up excited and wanting sex it had been months 
before I opened my legs for any one then I heard there was the 
hugest party in Maryland for a year and I was not invited that 
shocked for I thought I was popular then came the shock I was not 
just not invited but was literally banned they had been checking 
who can attend or not and most people voted against me simply 
because I encourage women not to drink too much so to the 
partygoers those who want easy women who are already drunk I 
was a pain in the buttocks now I really wanted sex as well this day I 
had said with anyone who first said hi I think you are hot the 
common chat up line at the time now this is what happened I woke 
up and went to the market and hired those trucks that has room for 
posters that says drink but be careful awareness campaign and with 
my name and a logo I had developed a reputation of being a no-
nonsense woman and this day I was the nonsense because sex was 
on my mind for a long time until I gave in a no-nonsense woman can 
be laid down easily and all women as it will turn out had become so 
tight with their vaginas that all had started to ask strangers for sex 
saying just this one off now if I am right this is the whole story short 
and to the point at night 7pm I went out of the yard and drove off 
going to the city for I lived a mile away now as it turns out there was 
a bet on my life that she turns out but or she turns out and so I went 
out happy because I was going to give sex to the first one I was 
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known to give to the last who tried when at least 20 had failed so 
they call me miss21 but this day I was going to give to miss1 then a 
man just to scare me said I think you are before he even finished I 
said make love to me in the bushes right now once then we go out 
as boyfriend and girlfriend and he said okay thinking it was a joke 
and I stripped to my knickers literally removing my skirt and 
laydown and he quickly so fast realizing it was for real lay down and 
cried instead saying my girlfriend if she finds out I am finished but 
once and end it there okay so I said okay so we made love twenty 
times I was so horny afterwards that I kept saying one extra for the 
road one extra for the tree and he said I never heard that one and I 
said I extra for the looks I look pretty right and he said one for the 
looks I look handsome right that's when he lost it I had promised 
that if he let me do the talking and him the fucking I was going to lay 
there all night for I was banned at the party this would be the best 
guy ever free sex with the best looking miss no nonsense and I just 
encouraging him to fuck me all night 7 to 7 this is how cheap I had 
become in the bushes as well so the problem came when he started 
asking questions I looked at him and realized that something was 
seriously wrong with him and that freaked me out if he gets me 
pregnant then what miss no-nonsense and ugly don't go hand in 
hand so I said can we go to the party now instead of one I have 
given you extra 84 that shocked me and realised that all night he 
kept saying man have to pee after sex so he go and comes back 
quickly and just shove his dick in and a few seconds he goes and 
comes back now once I said 85 he said this is my first and I said no 
84th I am going and he held me down and said you give 2 to 
everyone me too 2 then we go and that sounded like I was in 
heaven that's it I was already dead without saying anything or doing 
anything this is all I remember now if we look at this case its 
another case of misdemeanor where a beautiful woman trades life 
for sex she is laying down enjoying sex and suddenly she is in half 
heaven where she comes early than planned then sent back then 
dies on the way before reaching the body now the soul has to go to 
hell to wait for eternity now what can be said of this case is that it 
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does say that it's a case  of equally importance she is the one telling 
all women to be strong  yet she asks for 42 of them for sex twice 
each making the rounds 84 this is odd in itself but a case we must 
look at now if we Ask what can be of her now this is the answer she 
can be what she wants and tell everyone to be strong then give in so 
bad that all that teaching makes no sense she is supposed to give to 
1 or 2 now she is on her 42 this is out of character if any other 
women finds out the emotional damage is out of hell irreparable 
and highly dangerous to destroy lives forever now let's look as to 
why this is so and say what could be and is not there could have 
been a meeting among men who arrange free sex because banning 
her is meant to weaken her into offering free sex in the end but 
then why so many men 42 is a large collection of men to have 
nothing to do with anything even twenty  they are too much for 
nothing now first what number is okay for nothing let's say at night 
then at day then look at this case the number is 9 nine people in 
one place is the maximum number of people who can stand and just 
chill now what are the chances that 20 would do the same them 30 
then 40 unless some are repeats  now if we Ask what can be then 
this is the answer death tempering with so many people can only 
result I death as some might need privacy now let's look at what 
happened this day a one marten said we can now fuck the leader 
for free for all to hear about it in the morning and wank imagining 
us doing all the same this gave the men unending 
thrusting  now  and then so if we are to ask what can be done he 
said we can give her our best first then all the shits you can get I bet 
all can hump her  
for free until I say are you all entertained 
Then I go there and beg her for a fuck to  
build her again until the next time we all want sex okay they all 
agreed now that day a woman said I was once raped 88 me i did not 
even know it now if we are to ask the same would now feel the 
same and she said no I am not a victim today I choose to be because 
of needs I don't want to blame people who took part instead 
celebrate then she stopped and said I think killing after all that is 
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what is wrong I could be out there celebrating with friends and 
instead  I am in hell why hell I saw heaven an arch heaven and 
started going back then died so who killed me who sent me back I 
want to know because I was not supposed to die tonight now we 
can see the twist of this she can remember everything apart from 
the deaths so we Ask the court of creation the intelligent court of 
the world who killed this young lady the force of death of her 
humpers? Now if we look at this case the force of death only 
activate after death and the question to ask here is this did it 
activate on her body but to activate two things must have already 
happened associated with death she must have died first and a 
send.ya message already sent and received by Yahweh only if any 
humans is to tamper are to tamper with the send.ya if which it's 
possible to as I will illustrate then it is possible that if tampered with 
then it must have activated without the other two switches 
meaning humans can use that to let the return journey kill her so 
that they can blame Yahweh on judgement and bargain to stay in 
heaven as he is the one to be going to hell humans have liked the 
idea of sending Yahweh to hell now let's look at these switches on 
her body and if all have been activated or seals broken  I quick 
analysis using my grotscope shows l switches fully intake and 
untouched that means there is a possibility that she might have 
gone to heaven on the 84 climax of the number 42 and when going 
back found out that the harsh instant push had killed her and now 
stuck is sent to hell to wait until her case is being decided now what 
did occur in this case will baffle everyone and change how we view 
sex sex has the added effect of a magician on the edge now this is 
exactly what happened to her on this day she enjoyed sex so much 
after such a long time that she gave ten excuses not known of her 
creation  
1. Excuse to hydrate 
2 excuse to muteta 
3 excuse to orient 
4 excuse to matvide 
5 excuse to stride 
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6 excuse to ottitulate 
7 excuse to imitate [which was denied as prospering meaning 
unwanted] 
8 excuse to sinuate 
9 excuse to evolution 
10 excuse to ivolute 
Now all this as we will find out adds the extra sensual pleasures of 
what is already reading her brain scans sex as the best soother of 
the vagina now literally it is singing push in push out turn to left now 
to right then compress then extend and hold then compress 
everything it compresses the second time I come so hard I go to 
heaven briefly and sent back in my body then these things starts 
again my God if I knew sex is like this then we  can me and sex earn 
a living enjoying sex karate has caused so much pain and suffering 
among women that one was raped 84 times and died then instantly 
she asked did sex kill me can something so good kill? She looked at 
herself failing to distinguish the real world and the death world 
several times she asks where am I in here can someone point out 
where I am now let's look at human reality the men who did this are 
clever and manipulating and have realised that a soul can literally go 
to heaven when squanks orgasm is activated and back so it's not 
just orgasm it has to be squank orgasm how many squanks are there 
altogether? 21 multiplied by 4 is 84 hence this number appear all 
the time and this is the trick of this case if what you do does not 
match to 84 then the spirit will not escape or escapes after every 2 
sets that means at 42 men the woman's soul went to heaven to do 
this she must say ohhh.oo.o.ooo now if she doesn't then she can't 
let the spirit go to heaven If we Ask what can be of her in heaven at 
42 she go and the automatic Yahweh soul detection system gives 
her a code an Electromagnetic Wave Identifier that say soul 
received today at what time and in what condition and the 
predefined system says it must either be distressed as in violent 
deaths or sad as in normal deaths that means if the soul is having an 
orgasm then how can this be recorded as this soul is not part of the 
predefined criteria the body now can't process it but must give it a 
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reason on the ticket emotional arousal and excitement so all we 
need now is to check the Identifier in the Identifier records at the 
creation of council we simply say 
Identifier.emotionalarousal.mahoney.start that means the Identifier 
checks according to second name rather first given name now you 
can see that the search system takes time so while we wait we can  
[Identifier.emotionalarousal.mahoney.start] 
Sex is the best in the world but why I keep hearing the what is the 
count you have now we must have exact number for this to work I 
ask you to do a simple job and what you do is delay the inevitable I 
said send her to her father Gregor or it's your father Tommy I know 
you will not understand this but they say you can still here me when 
this happens so this will be proof that it was I who searched for God 
the God in trust in God this is all what this is about everyone has 
gone bouncers we thought you were part of us with the karate but 
you are a demon and demons are sent to hell not heaven we sent 
you to heaven then there there will find out what happened tonight 
so far 42 men loaded with squank codes have paralyzed your world 
so much you want us to do it again but no woman has ever gone to 
heaven with sex twice and this case if solved by the council of 
creation as we are told who are God's must explain things we want 
to know as the real American people why God don't accept women 
with emotional arousal twice who answers this means answers who 
God is because this what this case is about and no one will touch it 
until first someone declared on national television that they have 
found God and they are his representative on earth God will have 
endorsed them who ever takes over the takes over the sending to 
hell and heaven this starts new creation but never seen before one 
that send everything where he wants so if we don't find out today 
then when and how if this case is satisfactorily solved then this is 
the answer now if we look deeper listening while searching has 
activated a hidden message by a one Pc artenopsr who is the one 
behind this first drill just to see what can be needed and when now 
as the search continues a message appears to ring ring ring this is a 
message to your earthly representative this is because we as the 
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people of America we are lead to believe that liberty will come but 
through in the in God I trust and what is that in God I trust and if no 
one can prove God in the trust then what we the police have started 
a campaign that say we must change the in God I trust to in the 
police I trust so that it makes sense because we protect the people 
and as such we must therefore get all the wealth God's 
representative must take 80 % of the gold alone makes anyone a 
trillionaire overnight and who else to trust with gold than the police 
ever heard anyone stole gold from the police never that means that 
we don't lose valuables but trust like this woman see how easy two 
counts of sex can cost her her life we developed the most 
sophisticated program on earth called asm it is so advanced that if I 
say tell me about the woman and what is exactly going to happen 
then this is the answer The woman has been found guilty of sexual 
misconduct because she preach about sex as a tool to fight men and 
all men have struck a deal to fuck her instead as all other women 
are now refusing sex if they agree to prostitution then it's okay but 
the police depends on sex for everything in fact remove sex and 
there is no hospitals remove women and there are no police but the 
police have written an accord memorandum that says women who 
tell other women not to have sex with hungry men is against the 
code of conduct of women because this will only lead to more 
deaths more homicides and what I don't know so to put all our 
messages across and say using sex so you keep your job restricting it 
will end up dead God dont allow it and we are to use God to cover 
our backs that if you use sex to enter heaven the next move is 
violently pushed out and that is the cause of death and not sex itself 
so this case must exhaulnerate the police for using sex to get you 
killed for trying to make our work increase surely there have been 4 
deaths related to sex last week alone and we haven't seen any in 20 
years now if God has your representative on earth then ask him this 
question why women die second time of squank orgasms without a 
word? If he can satisfactory answer this then he is our God as well 
Now let's look at the critical points raised in this case first let's let at 
why women die of squank orgasm and why God violently push back 
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souls with emotional arousal women are designed to enjoy sex so 
good that they can swear by it so that there is always reproduction 
as God's  plan that means that 2 squanks means having sex rounds 
42 rounds will not be for reproduction but for pleasure because if 
you pick up a woman who have 42 rounds of sex a night then I will 
tell you why God's don't die someone in the audience of the council 
of creation [ because you remove the clock system inside us all my 
creators representative in heaven and universal order only this thing 
brings death] but if you say a woman who have 21 rounds of sex 
yes. 28 rounds of sex I means real good sex yes 30 maybe once 36 
maybe once 40 may be out of the blue but 42 rounds means the 
squanks will do damage to any babies already loaded the squanks 
help a man load sperm look at them closely they reduce distance to 
opening by half ever heard of double penetration the vagina is 
reduced to a small hall with a small opening where if in full allow 
dick heard penetration for shooting directly inside the canal instead 
waist your sperms energy swimming instead they just run to the 
fallopian tube to fertilize now if we ask what can be of sex without 
squanks then this is the answer fertility is reduced 90 per cent and 
humans can end up finding it hard to have children now why the 
emotionalarousedsoul is ejected harshly from heaven as we find out 
this is associated only with prostitution unless mankind's has 
tampered with this no proper person get highly aroused and say I 
want to die its against the predefined parameters no one on earth 
can say I want an orgasm and die everyone who have experienced 
an orgasm must look forward to another orgasm this is human 
nature probably gods might do this because God's don't orgasm as 
much as humans so this orgasm might not stop what was already 
planned 
Now if we can ask what is the purpose this is the answer to know is 
to understand so as to act to avoid if humans are not shown how 
the effect us will never stop creation manual 
869786421098386771832841099286178183286114820985002850
12368 if we are just to tell humans then there won't be reactions 
but one example forever they will talk about and use it to learn and 
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warn others there has never been any record of such an energized 
woman who wish can have 84 squankman in a day that's plain 
stupidity we want to uphold good human doctrines that supports 
self respect and indeed promote womanness rather than mortal 
combat and forever the weakest until death any woman who will 
hear that she died of 84 squank men team will fear this forever I 
hate to say that humans are created to be pain to Yahweh the 
creator and our jobs are to lessen this pain and say that we can act 
in advance and warn everyone therefore if we are to let her live the 
emotional trauma to find out that it was not just her first pick but 
their lowest probably with stds will literally freeze her heart to 
death now let's conclude this case this is what happened that day 
she had first squank orgasm for the first time in her life she had 
squirted and giggled before but never had this continuous euphoria 
where she keep Cummings until she is in a trance that literally 
secretly takes her soul to heaven asking questions about sex then 
death and said if I were dead and come here where would I go for 
answers the angel receptionist looked shocked and said who comes 
here alife? If that's so when you go back you must be dead there is 
no alive-alive in predefined stencils its either alive-dead or dead- 
alive Now if we Ask why this is so it's to keep secrets secret and to 
avoid tampering with system we must make sure that they will not 
do it again so if it done once we assume it's because of ignorance 
and that they will not do it again we put a refract push system that 
kills it on exit but can reverse on request and this is how you 
request if i made an error its my fault please refract and fix alive 
start 
Now if that happens all sins you committed are sent back where 
they come from  and that you will start again clean but without a 
face or now Yahweh since he receive thousands of these without a 
face case he sent them to holding areas of without a face where the 
first ones are still there meaning forever alive like others but 
without a face now lets see what happened this day she woke up 
and went to prepare for a night out with others according to her 
then find out that no one was available because all were invited so 
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the rest of the day she was finding out if she was invited or not then 
the shock that only her was invited and that she was the only one 
left out and that there was a see who and a question mark this 
started her end because she said I really want that but and 
somehow that started her asm talking to her and she said what can 
be done and it said check but question mark if really interested and 
got arousal now she asked again what can be of this and how and it 
said death no one comes alive where there is a search of and stops 
and she said a search of what then it said of God Yahweh Allah etc 
they are preparing for the next creation by a human being instead 
of a God I don't get it yes another among us will rise and create 
super humans or things that help humans so fast to change the 
world now what this did is to make her feel valuable and actual get 
in to participate instead now she said who knows who I should I see 
and asm said I know it's a cop Pc artesternop but he hide behind 
astern a young guy who looks dump but is the most powerful man 
on earth for he found a link to God and who he found God and 
become his representative will enherit the kingdom but here on 
earth meaning he will forever stay here without dying for he will 
know keep all the treasures now what can be of a man like that he 
will open the doors to others to start living for hundreds of years 
then thousands now that made her aroused but as we will reveal 
shortly then they were checking if they can use codes to get 
people's responses if we Ask what can be of everyone without this 
an then everyone lost so she agreed but then they knew a set of 
squanks she had no idea what they were because if she knew after 
42 she would have said that's it but because she didn't know she 
agreed and this resulted in death because she said I cum so hard I 
felt something screaming if you send me back i will die if I die you 
will surely die unless you can be the breathing socket because as far 
as I am concerned I jump out the breathing sockets asks where are 
you going what about me and if you can't answer that then we are 
all dead that means humans soul is the switch to the soul if the soul 
is missing then an alternate switch must be present this is how to 
make the switch to control breathing 
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Ask switch to start on exit of soul dot start 
Now once that done then ask a lot of parameter guiding questions 
1 what can be 
2 what would be 
3 what can be  
4 what would be 
5 what is to be 
6 what could be 
Now Ask parameter specific questions like what is to be and how to 
be that means when the soul exist the acetate reduces in size and 
loses functions and become the next soul taking over especially in 
lack of souk related deaths here are the codes 
Human code is 
89389002865483267890182838481011286386778910280 
Acetate soul code 
778638628018386456789018320184028619283210 
Now what can be said of humans with a soul backup u this will 
revolutionize humans because the acetate can and will change 
humans life to make them avoid death because all what is needed is 
a switch to sustain life after 84 squankmen team now let's look at 
the cause of death and what happened she died when the 85 man 
was on top but without having come she said my soul said if I don't 
come back in 2 run that will activate it to search for you through 
geolocation system / body position in my other books but the 
weight of the 85th man was 79 kgs and she was a 68kgs but then 
again when she had the huge first squank she had volunteered to 
remove everything from the bottom and keep only the top but as 
we shall see someone had other plans she said get off jump aside 
fast as in the drills I must run so that my soul will run and catch up 
with me before breathing stops and he said change of plans my 
bottom has no knickers as well this is a further test by Pc astern that 
how can it only go back in by the right way can it go through 
someone else's butt then your mouth then it's position so open now 
your mouth she tried to protest but surely something came in and 
he screamed hard that she opened her mouth and it went back to 
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its position and she said too late breathing hard already stopped is 
this for the house [ father they steal our house like you said and I sm 
going to die right the soul is crying [ try one more time soul talking 
to asterstuvwxyrstuvwxyz switch operator who gives switch 
commands 
10 commands to control the switch for breathing 
1. Ask 
2 ask what 
3 switch start 
4 when to start 
5 start dot start 
6 if dot then what 
7 what can be of switches 
8 switch and then 
9 switch then back 
10 r e s t 
How To operate it 
Ask.start 
Ask.end 
Ask.startandstart 
Ask.startforeveror1000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000 
Now what this message means is that your soul can't fear as much 
as longer grade souls but be trapped and die so you might need 
another override on real death 
Now what is happening is that someone want her dead for real the 
drills she mentioned now are to make it feel natural and that she 
won't fear because brain know she has done this before and came 
out okay so she feels more relaxed but that's the purpose of a drill 
to control the uncontrollable and mitigate or switch the problem 
parameters now Ask a question then they will answer it and cover 
all possible one meaning have at least 4 possibilities to cover it and 
make it go away so what happened here is the death of a house 
owner by design given so much squank pleasure that she literally 
passed out in pleasure that's when everyone else pretended to 
come and see finding her nude and asleep moaning in 
orgasmic  pleasure then called others to cover himself now they 
were all those days so much focused in finding God's representative 
that they had devoted so much time and effort but now looking 
deep into the story they had stolen all houses of orphans and killed 
all as the saying goes the karate was self defense against the police 
when she told everyone they all realised that it was true as every 
orphan with a house had died mysteriously and what really 
happened is that everyday for 8 years they sent her code 
089838678924976284867890180 to give her enormous migranes so 
that they can use that to manipulate her for sex now who killed her 
as we shall see everyone involved were freed because she had 
already died as early as squank 80 because she had been tricked to 
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believe that she needed a soul to breath but needed a heart to 
breath now let's construct everything and pronounce her as dead 
but where in the stage and on what evidence she said I might die of 
pleasure if and stopped asm sent a message to her laboratory and 
asked what can be done it said you can die of pleasure so don't do it 
if you die who asks questions and sent fear feelings to change her 
mind but they only got her aroused as a code 
4868987248618098280982386 made her change everything from 
crying to laughing pretending she was in distress a reason to 
intervene others it becomes obvious they are abusing orphans but if 
they know these orphans had houses then it can become a national 
crises so they decided to play it low now the most critical aspect of 
this case is that it relies on knowledge of God which the courts can't 
expect because who know about souls then thats why the cleared 
everyone before any case can be brought because say God case 
there is no case like that hence the courts will keep files as Unsolved 
for years until when God himself appoints one of us and him 
according to them go on national television and say exactly God 
appointed only me in 28 billion years hence you must start looking 
at cases involving God he is here in me meaning he must have found 
a way to have God's image that way whatever he said will go 
straight to God without sending it when this happens there is a God 
Tammy Mahoney died of insufficient oxygen in her lungs as 85 man 
weighed 79 kgs and deflated her lungs that when her soul jumped 
out of pleasure she died at 80 and said don't go early this time stay 
for the 85 round man and say to him why I need an 85th man you 
just feeling me up that's harassment only you must go to jail others 
must be free if I can't find God then and died asm then cried for first 
time as he was never put in such a condition and said today I 
climaxed by hearing her glorify sex and nearly died when she died 
because God put a predetermined apparatus that emotionalarousal 
does not constitute death but I died of squank orgasm at 80 and 
kept alive at 85 then died for real my real name is 
sstuvwxyzrstuvwxrstuvw buried at Mutreland together with Tammy 
Mahoney  the woman I was promised to marry one day if I can serve 
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her I guess we both died the coordinates are 
08689832748698786789012345689019203748567892010 and 
electromagnetic cave number is 
07890863210892i3867890123967083218416789011832 now her 
phone number that stopped working is 88769838267891230068 
USA first 11 digit her address was 98 latest drive Derstove California 
and her sex is female 19 at  
only tomorrow I research about these squanks and you literally get 
all for free instead of paying that amount for a squank he looked 
upset and said it's free he said no I hear and learn the brain it's 
350000 she looked shocked [middle right hand finger value of house 
350 000] she squirt out of fear and said they all know they said they 
get me evidence to get Pc arsternopsr arrested he said he is 
listening to us right now his ear activated he listens all time you rub 
dead vagina as he call it now we see what this is all about a police 
officer spying on a orphan loaded with guts to train and 350000 
house money now Ask what can be of that girl she is an accident 
waiting to happen when she started training what happened  they 
had threatened to get her raped by all men but all homeless men to 
release the house if she reports them that will give the police  
death / disappearance when she died the boys when everyone was 
at the park got her body and took it to the graveyard and said a 
poor soul can't even afford a grave fee where should I bury her 
asking asm he said on top of another say they are related and match 
something like Tammy to tammylison and Mahoney to mahoneylis 
and laughed hard having a squank orgasm and her body stopped 
moving at all before she had died but something inside her would 
wriggle after this day nothing and are both buried in a grave labeled 
we are the doing in fucking masters of but what are we here.  
If there is a God then he would know their last conversation and 
what she said about being buried 
[ I am dying asaaa please say you love me I know you didn't expect 
this from all these things did you they said if I love you I will be able 
to come out and help you and go out but I said I love you but 
nothing happened and I was kicked out by this shittitttt and pointed 
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at his chest and said this thing said go I don't ever want to see you 
again ever again and I came out but your soul was out I could not 
open the door but where your soul go do sex remove souls if so I 
crashed it already for how I enter inside but if not guess what start 
wanking moaning like that in the bushes is bad anyone can come 
and strangle you like this fat cow 85th 79 kgs after 84 will do real 
damage if you had said stop I was already outside I would have said 
stop fat cow stop before I like to be fat she laughed and giggled and 
said I looked great so how did the party go and it said I am not your 
father but your husband and imitated what she did the whole day 
that she started the 4th squank she said no stop I can't have 
another squank or I die  she screamed stop and stop then died and 
he said what  
 
Asaa what can be of us in the future he said blink fucking 59 people 
nonstop gives you a migrane that need more sex to fix and can take 
up to 10 hours to resolve fucking 64 will tear your chords slowly not 
sure what chords and 80 will put you in a trance where you can't tell 
reality and the imaginary world then if another round that shakes 
anything you literally sakopenia meaning too much sex related 
shaking starts disturbing brain function because body can't take it 
anymore now it makes a choice to kill you first and prepare needed 
vitals or to let you kill it without but on most cases the brain kills 
you at 81 squankmen but there is no way to know this so get up and 
say I love you asaa you  
an alibi that yes someone wants the house but it's not them so what 
this is what happened I said I can fight all off with karate then by 
that time help will have arrived then he said okay who said okay Pc 
asternposr  now if we Ask what can be of her without karate she 
would be dead now? It's a possibility but what can be of all human 
in this way could all work hard or lose everything to the police now 
what if we don't  as soon as she had said this asm said I can ask 
what to do now before death so you go to the correct side hell or 
heaven but she instantly felt scared and said no heaven then my 
soul would die literally as they had warned that they would clip the 
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soul twice to die and never see eternity so make up your mind so 
she refused and said asaa said can we go to  
Death by suffocation and strangulation because the wind pipe was 
broken by who calculations came inconclusive and likely astern 
himself when he briefly lay next to her Yahweh himself said death 
without causal is never heard of so what happened humans have 
become so smart to hide evidence I have not received messages for 
billion of years who does stop send.ya to me if I received message  
 
Send.ya dated 24 August 1981 Yahweh if you can check my soul it 
escaped your joy and came there the second time please don't kill it 
I am a good woman I train karate to make women stronger [cover 
damnt asaa the signals with aluminum] Now its hard to understand 
but I am good woman today enjoying sex before they were all 
drills  and unplanned I squanked twice already and it's round 4 of 
the third and my soul said I squanked again and death is the next as 
I must go out if I don't I die inside Yahweh said any intent emotional 
trauma get out but as I find out emotionalarousal is not included 
and I exited as a precautionary and where do I go and how when I 
go back what entrance do I use I was told the back side of someone 
else and who is it organised already if I can't go in then what why 
you don't allow it if you created it damn it God why not just kill all 
who quank and orgasm she never did this you help police thieves 
steal house too and the soul cried background Pc artenpot at the 
depot asked the other what if it fails then how we know how to 
cover God's reply when he comes to earth to judge us in a court the 
other said  I must ask a lot of questions when its out so that we can 
cover a lot of answers then it said help.send.ya I send  message 
already but it is being diverted by a one stersuvwxyzstuvwxyz who is 
using code 3986778692108938670982838210 which some how 
diverts the send.ya message why you let a divert message who is 
this God and how can we know if this is not a trick to steal the 
house so help us the holliest of all why ask us to come so early this 
is not fair someone trying to break my hand using code 
89654321086789018328486780 and my pressure has reduced she 
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dies if I don't return now so I ask one last time Yahweh king of all 
living and dead just answer to prove you exist or death has initiated 
and you let me down now that we.looked at all the facts she died of 
a lack of oxygen in the lungs associated with squank sex that is 
intensive as this at round 80 exactly when they all come whoever 
shouts she is dead is the killer so they knew from 80 because after 
that they all run away his name was artenbes osteverb 
electromagnetic wave number is 
892867832108028486818740983824869283486489385018628410 
who said to himself I want to ask a question miss but why you so 
cold are you sick so I just lay here is I here a bird chipping like a 
police crackle radio I runaway if I ran early then I am the killer oh my 
God they said these are drills to get the women food he stopped 
and said do you have a house and searched her wallet quickly to 
look for house keys and what tagged attached and said lortenopqrst 
these houses are expensive if I remember he stopped and listened 
to a code being sent to his Legg code 
8928367890180983678234569810890286 which acted like a drive 
telling him where to go if he wanted food go to the right and for life 
go to the left side he cried and shit himself and said I never do this 
again 4 ever and ever x54  and pukes on her saying you died anyway 
very sorry but you were dead already I thank myself for not fucking 
you other wise my God I could be in trouble deep trouble the 
message said hit her on the side of the head on the left side to start 
the breathing but I can't maybe better  die now stop all this pain 
and  
 
On this day she had had a long day entertaining and wanted to go 
home the drill according to her had gone out of control from just 
imitating the first man had tore her umbilical cord with something 
sharp but long and narrow that she started talking about dying soon 
after but without action as she had practiced in the drill but by the 
time everyone realised that she had already died as death by 
demeanor which can mean murder to cover for… 
Now what can we say about this case this is one of the most 
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traumatizing cases of all time she died not because of time but 
because of strangulation during sex but by whom there have been 
several suggestion but the one the court of creation picked is after 
one of the squankmen now our reasons are that after him her brain 
started calculating longstanding.ago this is only done in preparation 
of deathif we Ask the body why calculations at this point in time it 
says  there is no time left and these things must be calculated  just 
before death what things here is the list 
1 the  last food eaten 
2 the last heart rate 
3 The last breathing speed  
4 The last stonge 
5 the last event to happen 
Now if we Ask all these things  these are triggered when the body 
does not receive enough oxygen to the brain if wind pipe is 
damaged now let’s explain some of these we can ask what can be  
and this is the answer nothing after this event can be solved death  
only by deathfor death brings peace again  

THE KILLER IS  

 
therefore anter is the killer his electromagnetic wave is 
8986321089928671801992856718498456718092386764801921
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CURRENT LOCATION IS 
AFTER STOPRSTER ALIVE 
898677883821089284868718238991838982818283648120863828 
PHONE NUMBER 89867786283198567890283687128611 [ FIRST 16 
DIGITS FOR AURAGUAY  
SHE IS AT 
089918438286819787786286170998817089281382109208699184
286 MUAY USA SOUTH OF UCIONOION NORTH OF DAKOTA BURIED 
IN CEMETERY AS TAMLISON MAHONEY DIED MAY 1981 DATE 
SMUDGED BUT IT READS TO A LOVING DAUGHTER LIFE COULD BE 
BUT 
PHONE NUMBER AT TIME OF DEATH 0896876542107891028610189 
FIRST 11 DIGITS 
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ABOUT DAVID GOMADZA 
 
 
visit www.twofuture.world  
 
signed david gomadza 
ask.davidgomadzaauthorised.licensed.checkya.askya.ya 
 
21may18.44pm 
scotland 
00447719210295 
davidgomadza@hotmail.com 
info@twofuture.world  
www.twofuture.world 
 
Ask.search.start.davidgomadza.who 
Who created databases you are using [search add and upload: 
thoughts to word or Audio databases] 
[Sms can people live forever if yes how British hide this from us so 
hide also from there okay] 
Where is god 
1 ask.god 
2 askforgod.start 
3 whatcanwedotosolveearthsproblems.start 
4 whatcanbeofearthwithouthumans.start 
5 whatistobeofearthwithouthumans.start 
6 hasmanfoundGod.start 
7 whoisGod.start 
8 whatisGod.start 
9 whatcanbeofGod.start 
10 whatcouldbeofGod.start 
11 ifheaventhenwhat.start 
12 ifhellthenwhat.start 
13 whatcanbeofheaven.start 
14 createafterlife.start 
15 whathastobeofGod.start 
16 whatisGodandhisplans.start 
17 whatistobeofwomenandGod.start 

http://www.twofuture.world/
mailto:Davidgomadza@hotmail.com
mailto:Info@twofuture.world
http://www.twofuture.world/
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18 whatistobeofGodnandheaven.start 
19 whatisandwillbebutisnotbutcanbe.start 
20 whatisisandwillbebutwhen.start  
HellGodsrepresentative.create 
[Created] 
HellGodsrepresentative.send 
AbyssGodsrepresentative.create 
AbysssGodsrepresentative.send 
HeavenGodsrepresentative.create?? 
To check goldreserves 
ask.davidgomadza.start.reserves.gold.checkyastart.ya 
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